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Abstract

Stochastically generated stream flow and climatic data may be used as input to water resources simulation models for planning purposes.
Dealing with non-concurrent and missing data, variable transformation and parameter uncertainty presents a significant challenge in the devel-
opment of methods for stochastic data generation. In this paper, a Bayesian method is introduced for multi-site stochastic generation of annual
stream flow and climatic data. A contemporaneous autoregressive lag-one model CAR(1) with the BoxeCox transformation is used to capture
key statistical structure of multiple annual stream flow and climatic time series while keeping the number of model parameters to a minimum.
The posterior joint distribution of the model parameters is formulated, allowing for inputs of historical data series that are not continuous or
concurrent, thus avoiding the need to infill or truncate data records and maximising the value of available data. Parameter and uncertainty
inference are solved numerically by using Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations. Subsequent stochastic generation of data fully accounts
for parameter uncertainty. In addition, a re-parameterization scheme is used to handle the problem of strong inter-parameter dependence
from the BoxeCox transformation. The method was applied to the Melbourne Water supply system to demonstrate its computational feasibility.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

To aid water resource system planning, simulation models
may be used to evaluate system performance. The usefulness
of simulation models is often limited by the lack of flow and
climatic data series long enough to represent possible future
scenarios. To overcome this limitation, stochastic models
have been used to artificially generate sequences of flows
and climatic variables. These stochastic models are to mimic
observed statistical behaviours considered important to water
resource systems (e.g. Thomas and Fiering, 1962; Matalas,
1967).

A thorough review of hydrological time series models can
be found in Salas (1993). The most popular stochastic model
for multiple annual flows and climatic variables is the Markov
autoregressive lag-one model AR(1) (Matalas, 1967; McMahon
and Srikanthan, 1982; Kuczera, 1986). One special family of
the AR(1) model is the contemporaneous autoregressive lag-
one model CAR(1) (Hipel and McLeod, 1994). Conceptually,
the CAR(1) model assumes that different time series variables
are statistically related to one another only at the same time. A
variable at one time can be statistically related to the variable
at a different time only within one time series. The CAR(1)
model preserves the important statistical properties of cross-
series correlation and within-series auto-correlation, while
having far fewer parameters than the AR(1) model.

The BoxeCox transformation is often used to transform
flows and climatic variables so that they become multinormal
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and amenable to an AR(1) model (e.g. McMahon and Srikan-
than, 1982; Kuczera, 1986; Thyer et al., 2002). In addition, if
the variables are subject to some underlying changes, they
need to be adjusted before a stationary AR(1) model can be
assumed. For example, for forested catchments in the Mel-
bourne Water supply system, Langford (1975) and Kuczera
(1985) found that stream flow was reduced following major
bushfires due to the conversion of largely mature mountain
ash forest to an establishing regrowth forest. Kuczera (1986)
introduced a bushfire and stream flow impact function to
adjust the stream flow.

Historical data are most valuable in establishing a stochastic
model and should be fully used. Nearly all the available
methods for the calibration of multiple time series stochastic
model require concurrent and consecutive data sets. To satisfy
this requirement, two approaches are often employed. The first
approach is to infill missing data, usually by some kind of re-
gression. However, such a practice does not necessarily in-
crease, sometimes may even corrupt, the information content
of the original data (Salas, 1993). In addition, infilled data
sets may render mathematical operations inoperable (Kuczera,
1987). The second approach is to truncate the data series so
that only concurrent and consecutive data are used. Such an
approach is a terrible waste of valuable data.

Kuczera (1987) introduced to the hydrology literature a use-
ful method to estimate the AR(1) model from an incomplete
data set. It involves the use of an iterative procedure to obtain
a maximum likelihood solution. The method was formulated
for the standard AR(1) model that does not require any prior
normalisation of the model variables. Although not in the con-
text of the AR(1) model, Wang (2001) explicitly acknowledged
missing data in his formulation of a posterior distribution of
model parameters, and allowed information transfer between
correlated data series that had both concurrent and non-concur-
rent records by a joint inference of the model parameters. This
Bayesian method can be applied to the AR(1) model, using the
Kuczera (1987) formulation of the likelihood function. When
the BoxeCox transformation is required to normalise the
model variables to an AR(1) model, only minor extension to
the Kuczera formulation of the likelihood function is necessary
to include the effect of the transformation.

Another Bayesian approach to dealing with missing data is
to treat missing data as unknown parameters, which are jointly
inferred with model parameters (Gelman et al., 1995; Thyer
and Kuczera, 2003a,b). This approach is straightforward in
mathematical formulation but highly demanding in numerical
computation during implementation. For instance, in the ex-
ample of application to be described later in the paper, the
use of this approach would mean that a total of 449 new pa-
rameters had to be introduced to represent missing data, to
add to an already large number (116) of model parameters.
This would place dramatically increased demand on statistical
inference of the joint distribution of the parameters. For this
reason, whenever mathematically possible the formulation of
the posterior distribution of the model parameters should
explicitly account for the effect of missing data, rather than
treating missing data as unknown parameters.

A Bayesian approach enables the quantification of parame-
ter uncertainty (e.g. Wang, 2001; Thyer and Kuczera, 2003a,b).
In practice, there is considerable uncertainty with model pa-
rameters, even when all available historical data are efficiently
used in the model establishment. Parameter uncertainty should
be taken into account when a model is used to generate stochas-
tic data series (Stedinger et al., 1985). The quantification of pa-
rameter uncertainty for multiple time series models presents
a significant challenge. However, with recent advances in
Bayesian computation through the use of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) simulations, the Bayesian method has become
a powerful technique for inferring complicated statistical
models and dealing with parameter uncertainties (Gelman
et al., 1995; Wang, 2001; Thyer and Kuczera, 2003a,b).

In this paper, a Bayesian formulation and solution of the
statistical inference of a stochastic model for multi-site annual
stream flow and climatic variables is introduced. As the
method was developed for the Melbourne Water supply sys-
tem, the Kuczera (1986) bushfire model is used to describe
the impact of bushfires on flows. Annual flows are adjusted
to conditions of mature mountain ash. The BoxeCox transfor-
mation is applied to the adjusted annual flows and to annual
climatic variables. The transformed flow and climatic vari-
ables are assumed to follow a contemporaneous autoregressive
lag-one model CAR(1). A Bayesian formulation of the poste-
rior distribution of the model parameters allows all available
historical data to be used without the need to infill missing
data or truncate non-concurrent periods of data. Parameter
and uncertainty inference are solved numerically by using
MCMC simulations. Subsequent stochastic generation of
data fully accounts for parameter uncertainty. The paper in-
cludes a brief demonstration of the method for the Melbourne
Water supply system.

2. Model formulation

2.1. Impact of bushfires on flows

The Kuczera (1986) relationship between reduction in an-
nual flow and age of mountain ash stand is used to account
for the impact of bushfires. The reduction is with reference
to annual flow if all mountain ash was mature. For a catchment
that has a number of (age) stands of mountain ash, reduction in
annual flow is given by:

f
�
year

�
¼
PSðyearÞ

s¼1

AsLmaxdsexpð1� dsÞ

ds ¼max½0;Kðyear�YEARs� 2Þ� ð1Þ

where f(year) e reduction in annual flow, expressed in depth of
water, in year ‘year’, s e the sth mountain ash stand, the total
number of stands being S, As e fraction of catchment covered
by the sth stand of mountain ash, YEARs e origin year of the
sth ash stand, Lmax e maximum reduction in annual flow fol-
lowing a fire, expressed in depth of water; Lmax � 0, K e a pa-
rameter defining that the maximum reduction in annual flow
occurs ð2þ 1=KÞ years after the fire; K in years�1 and K> 0.
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